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NEST SEARCHES WINTER 2019
As part of our regular surveying for harvest mice
we carried out nest searches in January to see
how the population had changed. This was even
more important as we had failed to trap any
during the autumn trap sessions.
We went out on two separate days and surveyed
both ditches and the surrounding habitat.
The southern part of the site has been fantastic
for finding nests in previous year, in fact this one
was of the areas we first found signs of harvest
mice back in 2017. After a slow start we did
manage to find 5 nests including 3 breeding nests
and 2 solitary nests.

TRAPPING AUTUMN 2019
In October we carried out a repeat trapping survey
of the two ditch lines which we studied in
February/March 2019. This was so that we could
get an idea of the how the harvest mouse
population had done throughout the summer and
whilst the ground works were being carried out on
site.

The northern part of the site is an area which had
lots of work done to it over the summer and we
weren’t expecting to find many nests in this area.
Again, after a slow start we found 4 nests, 3 of
which were breeding nests and 1 solitary nest.
This was a great find as the 3 breeding nests were
located on an area of the ditch, which was
cleared last spring, showing that once the
vegetation has grown the mice will move back in
relatively quickly!

As before, we were surveying all of the small
mammal species on the site which we get in the
Longworth traps. In total we had 184 captures of 7
species over the 6 trapping sessions, sadly we did
not catch any harvest mice this time.
Our results:
110 Wood mice
42 Field voles
16 Bank voles
6 Rats
4 Pygmy shrews
3 Common shrews
3 Yellow-necked mice
0 Harvest mice
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Did you know….
Microsatellites are junk DNA
found in the nucleus of every cell. They
comprise a repeated motif such as
GAGAGA or CTCTCT. The number of repeats can vary
between individuals, such that one individual has
four repeats of GA and another has five. These
differences are known as alleles and the more alleles
there are in a population the more diverse, they are.
Example strand of DNA showing two microsatellites
(in red)
TAAGACATCTCGATGGTACGGGTCTAATCAGC
CCATGCCTAACATAACTGTGGTCTCGGGCAGT
TGGTATTTTTTAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATGGT
ATCACTCAGCATAGCCGTCAAGGCATGAAGGT
CACCTTGTCCTGTAACCTTACCAACATATTATA
TAGACTAAATTATTCATGTTAAGTAGACATAAT
ATATTAAAAAAACTTTGCTTGCCAAACCCCCCC
ATCCCCCCTGAAAATCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTTG
CCAAACCCCAAAAACAAGCGAAACAAAATCAG
GCCTCCCTGTGTACTTGAAAGTAGACCCGAAA
ATAACTTAAAATTTAGTACTCAGGAAAAAAATA
AATCAAAA
Example of two different alleles

GENETIC DIVERSITY AND
GENEFLOW
We have used 18 repetitive regions of DNA known as
microsatellites and measured genetic diversity and levels
of dispersal between the 2 populations at Sompting.
We have found 60 alleles across both populations. The
southern ditch had only a slightly higher diversity than
the northern ditch. Both populations had a lower
diversity than what would be expected if individuals
were randomly mating, but this was not significant so
there is no evidence of inbreeding.
There were significant differences in the presence and
frequency of alleles found in each population. This
suggests that dispersal of individuals between the two
sites is low which may be a consequence of distance (too
far for individuals to travel) or habitat fragmentation
(individuals dispersing may not want to cross wide gaps
in hedgerows or may get predated if doing so).

We now hope to collect DNA from more
individuals on site and investigate levels of
relatedness and if related individuals live close to
or far from each other.

Allele 1: GAGAGAGAGAGAGA
Allele 2: GAGAGAGAGA
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PLANNED RESEARCH
FOR OUR CITIZEN
SCIENTISTS IN 2020
We have some exciting research planned for 2020….

Spring trapping
We are not letting our failure to trap harvest mice in autumn
defeat us and are planning on trapping our two sites at the end
of March 2019. We will be fur clipping all the individuals we
capture including our voles and mice, so that we can get
population estimates that we can compare to spring last year.
Fingers crossed the harvest mice will not be so shy this time!

Radio-tracking
We are planning on radio-tracking individuals in autumn this
year by attaching tiny tagging devises (< 0.3 grams) that attach
to the fur of the animal and drop off after a few weeks. This will
help us understand how they are using different habitats on site
and what factors influence dispersal. If we know this, we will be
better placed to manage the habitat on site for harvest mice and
ensure features that are favoured by the species are conserved
and enhanced. We will be actively seeking volunteers to track
the mice after sunset and before sunrise so that we can plot
their movements.

Sompting Estate and Sussex wide nest searches
With so few records of harvest mice in Sussex we are partnering
with Sussex Mammal Group to get people out surveying for
harvest mice nests. Many of you already know how to do this
and we will be providing training for anyone else who may want
to get involved. We will be asking people to sign up to this later
in the year in time to start searches in November and all you will
need is a pair of gloves, a map and your phone!

Camera trapping
We are going to be trailing the use of camera traps to determine
the presence and activity patterns of harvest mice on site. This
can provide great footage of harvest mice that not only has the
cute factor, but can also allow us to see their activity patterns –
when are they most active? do they forage alone? what habitats
are they most likely to use in what seasons? We will be setting
up cameras to trial during our spring trapping event and if
successful will be asking for help setting this up and monitoring
the cameras over the summer.
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